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ABSTRACT: The use of in-vehicle technology influenc-
es driving behavior and impacts traffic safety. In this 
study, driving errors made while using (and not using) 
a mobile phone, a navigation system, and cruise con-
trol were investigated. The sample consisted of 15 ex-
perienced drivers who twice drove the same route – once 
while using IVT (in-vehicle technology) and once with-
out using IVT. Drivers were observed using the Wiener 
Fahrprobe method. Drivers using cruise control drove 
too fast less often, but too slow (according to observers’ 
opinion) more often and broke more traffic rules. They 
also stayed too long in the left lane without overtak-
ing and maintained too short of a distance to the car 
ahead. When drivers used a mobile phone, they made 
errors at intersections or obstacles and made mistakes 
using turn indicators; however, they less often drove 
too close to the car ahead, and also drove slowly. When 
using a  navigation system, drivers forgot to use turn 
indicators, made mistakes when they did not know 
where to go, and even drove through a red light while 
concentrating on the navigation technology. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The usage of in-vehicle technology (IVT) while op-
erating a  car influences the driver’s behavior such 
that they drive differently and make mistakes that 
might influence traffic safety. The safety might be 
increased by suggestions provided by researching 
driver’s behavior (Walker, Stanton & Salmon, 2015), 
which is the goal of the presented study. We studied 
the mistakes made while driving with and without 
the usage of cruise control (CC), a navigation system 
(NS), and a mobile phone (MP). We used the Wie-
ner Fahrprobe method (Risser & Brandstätter 1985; 

Chaloupka & Risser, 1995) to study the driving be-
havior, which provided information on how drivers 
interact with technology in normal and emergency 
situations. This work was part of the FP7 project 
INTERACTION (Understanding driver interactions 
with In-Vehicle Technologies).

Navigation systems are widely used to help driv-
ers orientate themselves and find the right way (Lee 
& Cheng, 2010). Drivers using NS behave differently 
than when they do not use NS. They have a smaller 
yaw rate, so they have more control over their car, 
which makes their driving safer (Lee &  Cheng, 
2008). NS also requires lower mental effort than 
using a  traditional map (Knapper, Hagenzieker 
&  Brookhuis, 2015). People using printed material 
or instructions look to the side more than people who 
use NS because they must search for the directions. 
NS users more often stop when seeing a  cyclist or 
pedestrian at intersections because they have time to 
notice them (Haupt, van Nes & Risser, 2015). On the 
other hand, Morris, Reed, Welsh, Brown, and Birrell 
(2015) found that people using NS look away from 
the road twice as often than those who do not use NS.  
More and larger distractions to a driver might create 
risky situations on the road. Therefore, it is valuable 
to study how the use of navigation systems influences 
traffic safety.

Using a  mobile phone while driving increases 
the risk of an accident (Farmer, Klauer, McClafferty 
& Guo, 2015) and MP usage while driving is one of 
the major causes of road traffic collisions (Ige, Ban-
stola, &  Pilkington, 2016). Knapper et al. (2015) 
report that drivers find using MB to be demanding, 
so they lower their speed while phoning. Papadaki, 
Tzamalouka, Gnardellis, Lajunen, and Chliaoutakis 
(2016) found that phoning people not only reduce 
their speed, but they also reduce their lateral move-
ments. People using MP make more serious driving 
errors, but they are less aware of the extent to which 
they are impaired (Sanbonmatsu, Strayer, Biondi, 
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Behrends & Moore, 2016). Drivers using a handheld 
phone tend to stop more often when seeing a yellow 
light as compared to those who are not using a hand-
held phone (Haque, Ohlhauser, Washington & Boyle, 
2016). Terry and Terry (2016) found that people may 
underestimate the risk of driving while using a  MP, 
despite the fact that it diminishes safety — distrac-
tion by cell phone usage leads to less lane changes, 
an increased number of cars that pass the driver, a de-
crease in the number of cars that are passed by the 
driver, a larger fluctuation in speed, and longer time 
needed to drive a certain distance. These things nega-
tively influence traffic flow and, therefore, decrease 
traffic safety (Stavrinos et al., 2013). As such, MP use 
while driving influences road and traffic safety and it 
is a question that requires further study.

Worse driving performance while using cell phone 
is caused by reduced visual attention (Strayer, Drews 
&  Johnston, 2003). Beede and Kass (2006) report 
no difference in speed between drivers using and not 
using cell phone, drivers using cell phone also devi-
ated less in their lateral position. They found that cell 
phone use decreases number of lane changes and in-
creases number of attentional lapses and slowers driv-
er’s reactions. People are also slowly braking while 
having conversation using cell phone (Lesch & Han-
cock, 2004). Decreased lateral position variance and 
decreased speed for cell phone users is reported also 
by Törnros and Bolling (2005). Rakauskas, Gugerty 
and Ward (2004) found that people using cell phone 
drive slower and with higher mental workload. Driv-
ers who use cell phone maintain lesser distance to the 
car in front than when they don’t use cell phone, they 
also drive faster when the conversation is longer than 
16 minutes (Rosenbloom, 2006).

Cruise control users might feel that driving does 
not require much of their attention so they concen-
trate on other things; this deteriorates their awareness 
(Winter, Happee, Martens & Stanton, 2014). Because 
drivers trust the system, they more easily exhibit risky 
driving behavior — the probability of an accident in-
creases when using CC as compared to manual driving 
(Bianchi Piccini, Rodrigues, Leităo & Simőes, 2015). 
CC use influences traffic safety and it is also an impor-
tant phenomenon that deserves to be studied.

People using cruise control were found to drive 
faster and spending more time in the left lane than 
people, who don’t use cruise control. There is larger 
variability in lateral position in the lane for people 
using cruise control (Hoedemaeker &  Bruikhuis, 
1998). Vollrath, Schleicher and Gelau (2011) found 

that CC users spend lesser percentage of time above 
speed limit, it also takes more time to CC users than 
non-users to reduce their speed after speed limit sign, 
CC users have also delayed reactions in critical situa-
tions.  Ma and Kaber (2005) report lower variability 
in headway distance for CC users than for non-users, 
the headway distance variability was not different 
between cell phone users and cell phone non-users. 
They found also a trend for greater lane maintenance 
deviations for CC non-users. CC users pay less at-
tention to driving than non-users, however manual 
driving requires more attentional resources (Stanton 
& Young, 2005).

2. THE OBSERVATION OF DRIVERS

2.1. Sample
The sample consisted of 15 people, 10 men and five 
women, between 25 and 50 years old. All participants 
were employees of the Transport Research Centre 
(CDV). All participants were experienced drivers 
with at least 30,000 km of driving experience, and 
previous experience with NS and CC usage. The three 
cars that were used were Škoda Octavias with built-
in cruise control, a hands-free mobile phone system, 
and the Tomtom XL IQ Routes edition (nomadic de-
vice) navigation system. 

2.2. Method
The Wiener Fahrprobe (Risser & Brandstätter 1985; 
Chaloupka & Risser, 1995) method has two observ-
ers who sit in a car to observe the driver’s behavior. 
One observer registers the driver’s behavior with 
standardized coding (the “coding observer”). The 
other (the “free observer”) focuses on non-predicta-
ble events specifically describing the interaction and 
communication behavior of the test people, including 
severe errors and conflicts.   

The list of standardized variables for the first ob-
server consists of the types of behaviors that can be 
specified and expected to appear in advance: speed-
ing according to a road situation or speed limit; keep-
ing too short a distance to the car ahead; driving too 
far to the left or right; obeying traffic rules (e.g., turn 
indicator use, yielding, overtaking, lane changes, 
behavior to vulnerable road users); interaction and 
communication with other road users; anticipation 
of behavior at intersections and obstacles; and over-
taking behavior. 
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The observer coding non-predictable events re-
cords behavior that cannot be foreseen systematically 
(e.g., severe mistakes while driving, traffic conflicts, 
communication processes). The observers were 
trained to use the method — training rides were car-
ried out before the start of the research.

2.3. Procedure
Two rides with each participant on the same route 
were organized between September 2011 and June 
2012. The second observation ride took place ap-
proximately four weeks after the first. The length of 
the route was about 40 kilometers and it was divided 
into three main sections (one for each IVT system). 
The systems were only used in the designated sec-
tions, e.g. CC was only used on motorways. A system 
that was used in one section was not used in another, 
so that the comparison of the driving behavior with 
and without the active IVT system could made. The 
mean duration of both observation rides was 59 min-
utes. We tried to avoid peak hours, so traffic jams 
were only recorded with two participants. 

Drivers used NS and MP during the first ride 
and CC during the second ride on selected parts of 
the test route. MP use was initiated with a phone call 
from a research assistant. MP was used in all of the 
first rides, with the exception of one participant, who 
never makes phone calls while driving. The test peo-
ple were observed by two observers using the Wiener 
Fahrprobe method. The data was analyzed with sta-
tistical and qualitative methods.

Several problems happened during the experi-
mental drives. One participant had a  tire puncture. 
He replaced the wheel with a spare by himself. Dur-
ing the experimental ride with another participant, 
the lower part of the vehicle chassis was damaged 

by a large piece of snow. The vehicle was stopped for 
a while so that the participant could check the extent 
of the damage. Another participant left the route 
twice: in the first case he misunderstood instructions; 
in the other case it was due to a road closure.

3. CRUISE CONTROL USE

3.1. Structured observation
Several differences were observed on the parts of the 
road driven without CC on the first ride and with CC 
on the second ride (see Table 1). Drivers significant-
ly less often drove too fast while using CC. Further-
more, while using CC, they broke more traffic rules 
regarding indicator use and overtaking, and they 
made more errors in the interaction with other road 
users (e.g., leaving too little distance to the car in 
front, inappropriate lane changes). CC drivers more 
often drove too slowly according to observers’ as-
sessment. Non-CC drivers more often drove too far 
to the right. 

3.2. Free observation
Several differences between using and not using CC 
on the same part of the route were reported by free 
observers. The most frequent error while using CC 
on the highway was staying in the left traffic lane 
while not overtaking. Another error was the failure 
to maintain a safe distance. During the rides without 
CC more speeding violations occurred. The majority 
of drivers used the brake to deactivate CC. Late deac-
tivation of the device caused a failure to keep a safe 
distance. In general, when CC was activated, partici-
pants violated road traffic regulations and made er-
rors that more often affected other road users.

Behavior perceived First ride (without CC) Second ride (with CC) p

Speeding 5 1 0.023*

Short distance 5 2 0.128

Not holding lane 5 4 0.369

Indicator and overtaking errors 3 11 0.043*

Interaction errors 3 14 0.022*

Anticipation errors 3 3 1.00

* Significant at .05 level.

Table 1: Behavior during drive with and without CC
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4. MOBILE PHONE USE

4.1. Structured observation
The coding observers reported several differences 
between parts of the route driven with and without 
MP (see Table 2). Drivers adapted badly before in-
tersections and obstacles while using MP, and they 
slightly more often drove too fast. There were failures 
to use turn indicators, as well as their redundant use 
(e.g.,  engaging the turn indicator but not actually 
making a turn or lane change). When drivers did not 
use MP, they more often maintained too little dis-
tance to the car ahead, drove too far to the right, and 
crossed solid lines and hatchings. 

4.2. Free observation
Free observers reported that during MP use partici-
pants forgot to use turn indicators while using a mo-
bile phone or they used the turn indicator unneces-
sarily. Some of the participants forgot to turn or made 
a  wrong turn. Others were confused and unable to 
concentrate on turning or driving, thus their reactions 

were slightly slower. These drivers were distracted by 
questions asked of them and claimed that they often 
failed to concentrate on the traffic situation. Another 
observation was that during the phone calls the partic-
ipants slowed down. In some cases, they hesitated too 
long and made maneuvers at the last moment. Drivers 
crossed the white line and sometimes moved into the 
route of other vehicles or even blocked them. In other 
cases, while making phone calls, the participants did 
not allow other vehicles to make their turning maneu-
vers due to either fast or slow driving. Some of the 
drivers braked hard in front of pedestrian crossings, 
even close to pedestrians. Hard braking also occurred 
near other vehicles.

5. NAVIGATION SYSTEM USE

5.1. Structured observation
The coding observers reported several differences 
about NS use (see Table 3). With the system activat-
ed, drivers more frequently failed to use turn indica-
tors in contrast to when the system was deactivated. 

Table 2: Behavior during drive with and without MP

Behavior perceived First ride (with MP) Second ride (without MP) p

Speeding 4 2 0.240

Short distance 0 3 0.042*

Not holding lane 10 25 0.093

Indicators and overtaking errors 12 14 0.349

Interaction errors 26 29 0.361

Anticipation errors 5 4 0.369

* Significant at .05 level.

Table 3: Behavior during drive with and without NS

Behavior perceived First ride (with NS) Second ride (without NS) P

Speeding 7 4 0.203

Short distance 1 3 0.042*

Not holding lane 17 16 0.405

Indicators and overtaking errors 31 26 0.279

Interaction errors 42 42 0.462

Anticipation errors 24 12 0.049*

* Significant at .05 level.
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NS usage led to bad decisions at intersections and ob-
stacles. However, without NS, drivers showed late ad-
aptations in front of intersections and obstacles more 
often than with NS. Errors in the interaction behavior 
with vulnerable road users were more often registered 
on rides with NS activated. On the other hand, driv-
ers more often maintained their priority (even when 
it would have been better to yield), drove too close to 
the car in front, and more often crossed solid lines or 
hatchings on the rides without an activated NS.

5.2. Free observation 
The free observers reported several consequences of 
NS use. In some cases, when using the device, drivers 
made a wrong turn because they did not know where to 
go. They had to be advised by the observers, and they 
were able to merge at the last moment or missed the op-
portunity to turn or merge altogether. Choosing the in-
correct lane was a frequent error during NS use, as well 
as crossing the solid line by merging into the correct 
lane at the last moment. Some errors occurred while 
using turn indicators. The participants either forgot to 
use them, or used them without eventually changing 
lanes or turning. Two of the drivers drove through a red 
light: the drivers were following a NS and failed to no-
tice the red light. One  driver  was  in  doubt  when  he  
had  the  right  of  way, which resulted in a slightly haz-
ardous hesitation. Some participants showed signs of 
distraction by NS in the form of improper speed near 
a  junction or obstruction (e.g., abrupt braking, driv-
ing through yellow or red lights), driving in the wrong 
lane, and driving in a hazardous style around vulner-
able road users (particularly pedestrians). In general, 
driving without NS was smoother and more fluent 
than when the device was activated.

6. DISCUSSION

Cruise control users spent more time in the left lane 
while not overtaking, which is consistent with previ-
ous research (Hoedemaeker & Bruikhuis, 1998). Our 
finding that CC non-users drive more often too far to 
the right of the lane could be in accordance with low-
er variability of lateral position of non-users found by 
Hoedemaeker and Bruikhuis (1998). The observers 
rating that CC users drove more often too slowly is 
not in accordance with  Hoedemaeker and Bruikhu-
is (1998), who found that CC users drive more fast 
than non-users. Nevertheless, this finding is compli-

ant with finding of Vollrath, Schleicher and Gelau 
(2011). Occasional failure to keep safe distance for 
CC users seems to be not in accordance with CC us-
ers’ lesser variability of headway distance reported by 
Ma and Kaber (2005).  CC drivers mistakes regarding 
indicator use and overtaking could be caused by their 
higher inattention (Stanton & Young, 2005).

Reported behavior of NS users driving through 
red light and late adaptation at intersections seems to 
be not in accordance with safer behavior of NS users 
at intersections reported by Haupt, van Nes and Ris-
ser (2015). Our finding that drivers having a phone 
call are prone to worse adaptation at intersections, 
wrong turns, and failures to use indicator are con-
sistent with studies reporting that phoning drivers 
have limited attentional resources (Strayer, Drews 
& Johnston, 2003). Our subjects slightly more often 
drove too fast while having a phone call. This is not 
consistent with numerous studies reporting lower 
speed of phoning drivers (Törnros & Bolling, 2005; 
Rakauskas, Gugerty &  Ward, 2004; Knapper et al., 
2015). However, this difference is caused by differ-
ence in measurement: The speed of a driver was as-
sessed by an observer sitting in the car, while in many 
previous studies measurement was made by a driving 
simulator. Our measurement was a subjective one, so 
it doesn’t mean an average speed, but an occasional 
situations when driver drove too fast for a small time. 
These occasional situations might be caused by inat-
tention of driver reported by previous studies. Most of 
the time our participants slowed down while phoning, 
which is consistent with previous research. Our par-
ticipants drove less othen too far to the right which is 
in accordance with smaller variance of later position 
reported by previous studies (Beede &  Kass, 2006; 
Törnros & Bolling, 2005; Papadaki et al., 2016). Our 
subjects drove more often too close to the car ahead  
while phoning, while Rosenbloom (2006) reports 
that drivers drove closer to the car ahead while not 
phoning. This difference might be again caused by 
different measures used in both studies. 

7. CONCLUSION

In-vehicle technologies are part of everyday human ex-
perience. The usage of these technologies brings some 
risks, which we studied in this article. Cruise control 
use leads to less speeding. Yet, drivers break more traf-
fic rules while using CC and make errors in interaction 
with other road users, especially staying too long in 
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the left lane. Generally, drivers tend to underestimate 
the distance to the car ahead of them (Baumberger, 
Flückiger, Paquette, Bergeron & Delorme, 2005), so 
they keep a  longer distance than they would during 
manual driving. This finding seems to be less valid for 
driving while using CC, when they often kept short 
distances. MP usage caused drivers to make more 
errors at intersections and obstacles, especially mis-
takes in turn indicator use. They also hesitated too 
long with decisions and therefore made mistakes, like 
blocking other drivers. However, the usage of MP also 
made them drive slower and keep a safer distance to 
the car in front of them. NS usage caused drivers to 
make mistakes related to their trust of the technology: 
they forgot to use turn indicators, chose bad lanes, and 
made wrong turns. Without NS they reacted slower at 
intersections, but their driving was smoother. 

Traffic safety requires knowledge about the caus-
es that negatively influence driving behavior. Trust 
in technologies like CC or NS, or distraction by MP, 
might cause drivers to make errors — and the risk 
of these errors might be reduced if drivers are aware 
of them and try to use technologies to increase their 
situational awareness. Such technologies might be 
spatialized auditory feedback (Beattie, Baillie, Halvey 
& McCall, 2014) or special information system giv-
ing advices to drivers (Predic &  Stojanovic, 2015). 
These topics, however, need further exploration.
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